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Abstract

directly map the input speech signal to character sequences
and therefore greatly simplify training, fine-tuning and inference [3, 4, 5, 6]. Additionally, deep Transformer or LSTMRNN based language models have shown better performance
than the traditional n-gran models specially during the rescoring of the initial lattices [7].
Driven by the need to reduce the size and complexity of the
ASR models, new architectures have recently arisen to make
these models lighter, faster and more feasible to deploy on hardware with limited computation capabilities while maintaining
the SOTA-level accuracy. In this sense, based on the Jasper architecture [8], Nvidia proposed Quartznet [9], a new E2E neural
acoustic model composed of multiple blocks with residual connections in between. Each block consists of one or more modules with 1D time-channel separable convolutional layers, batch
normalization, and ReLU layers. They reached near-SOTA error rates on the well-known LibriSpeech [10] and WSJ [11]
datasets with models containing fewer than 20 million parameters, in contrast to other larger E2E architectures such as 5x3
Jasper (201 millions) [8] , Deep Speech 2 (38 millions) [2] or
Wav2Vec2.0 (95 to 317 millions) [12].
Our systems were built following both DNN-HMM and
Quartznet E2E architectures basis, in order to compare the performance of both systems trained with the same corpora as well
as their feasibility to be deployed in different platforms, from
high-performance servers to embedded systems like Nvidia’s
Jetson, Google’s Coral or Intel’s Movidious, among others. We
presented a total of 4 ASR engines to the evaluation challenge;
three systems based on DNN-HMM hybrid acoustic models,
and one system constructed following the E2E Quartznet architecture.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the corpora used to train the systems; in Section 3 we describe the different speech transcription systems
built for the challenge and Section 4 presents the results on the
final evaluation test set, in addition to the number of resources
and processing time needed per system to process the whole test
set. Finally, Section 5 draws the main conclusions.

This paper describes the Vicomtech’s submission to the Albayzı́n-RTVE 2020 Speech to Text Transcription Challenge,
which calls for automatic speech transcription systems to be
evaluated in realistic TV shows.
A total of 4 systems were built and presented to the evaluation challenge, considering the primary system along to three
constrastive systems. These recognition engines are different
versions, evolutions and configurations of two main architectures. The first architecture includes an hybrid DNN-HMM
acoustic model, where factorized TDNN layers with and without initial CNN layers were trained to provide posterior probabilities to the HMM states. The language model for decoding
correspond to modified Kneser-Ney smoothed 3-gram model,
whilst a RNNLM model was used in some systems for rescoring the initial lattices. The second architecture was based
on the Quartznet architecture proposed by Nvidia with the aim
of building smaller and ligther ASR models with SOTA-level
accuracy. A modified Kneser-Ney smoothed 5-gram model was
employed to re-score the initial hypothesis of this E2E model.
The results obtained for each TV program in the final test set are
also presented in addition to the hardware resources and computation time needed by each system to process the released
evaluation data.
Index Terms: albayzı́n evaluations, speech recognition, deep
learning, convolutional neural networks, recurrent neural networks.

1. Introduction
The Albayzı́n-RTVE 2020 Speech to Text Transcription Challenge calls for Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems
that are robust against realistic TV shows. Currently, it is a notable trend that aims to approach ASR technology to automate
different applications such as subtitling or metadata generation
for archive. Although most of this work is still performed manually or through semiautomatic methods (e.g. re-speaking), the
current state of the art in speech recognition suggests that this
technology can be exploitable autonomously without any postedition task, mainly on contents with optimal audio quality and
clean speech conditions. The use of Deep Learning algorithms
in speech processing have made it possible to introduce this
technology in such a complex scenario through the use of systems based on Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) or more recent
architectures based on the End-To-End (E2E) principle.
During the last years, ASR systems have positively evolved
at acoustic modeling with the integration of DNNs in combination with Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to outperform traditional approaches [1]. More recently, new attempts have
been focused on building E2E ASR architectures [2], which

2. Corpus description
Since in this edition of the Albayzı́n-RTVE 2020 Speech to Text
Transcription Challenge the open training condition was only
considered, different corpora were used and mixed to train the
acoustic and language models.
2.1. Acoustic corpus
The acoustic corpus was composed by annotated audio contents
from 7 different datasets, summing up a total of 743 hours and
35 minutes. The following table 1 presents the final number of
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acoustic models. The RTVE2018 text corpus contains all the
text transcriptions and re-spoken subtitles included within the
RTVE2018 dataset, whilst the A la Carta corpus is integrated
by subtitles taken from the ”A la Carta” web portal, as a result
of a collaboration between RTVE and Vicomtech. Finally, the
Wikipedia corpus contained texts of the Wikipedia portal gathered in 2017 from Wikimedia2 .

hours containing only speech in each of the datasets.
Table 1: Duration of the speech segments for each dataset
dataset
RTVE2018
SAVAS
IDAZLE
A la Carta
Common Voice
Albayzin
Multext
Total

duration
112 h. 30 min.
160 h. 58 min.
137 h. 8 min.
168 h. 29 min.
158 h. 9 min.
5 h. 33 min.
0 h. 47 min.
743 h. 35 min.

3. Systems description
Two main architectures were employed to build the 4 systems
presented to the Albayzı́n-RTVE 2020 Speech to Text Transcription Challenge: a hybrid DNN-HMM acoustic model for
3 of the systems, and Nvidia’s Quartznet architecture for the
final system.

The RTVE2018 dataset [13] was released by RTVE and
comprises a collection of TV shows drawn from diverse genres and broadcast by the public Spanish National Television
(RTVE) from 2015 to 2018. This dataset was originally composed by 569 hours and 22 minutes of audio with a high portion
of imperfect transcriptions and, thus, they could not be used as
such for training. Therefore, a forced-alignment was applied in
order to recover only the segments transcribed with a high literality, obtaining a total of 112 hours and 30 minutes of nearly
correctly transcribed speech segments.
The SAVAS corpus [14] is composed of broadcast news contents in Spanish from 2011 to 2014 of the Basque Country’s
public broadcast corporation EiTB (Euskal Irrati Telebista), and
includes annotated and transcribed audios in both clear (studio)
and noisy (outside) conditions. The IDAZLE corpus is integrated by TV shows from the EiTB broadcaster as well, and it
comprises a more varied and rich collection of programs of different genres and styles. TV shows are also the contents which
compose the A la Carta1 acoustic corpus, including 265 contents broadcasted between 2018 and 2019 by RTVE.
The Common Voice dataset [15] is a crowdsourcing project
started by Mozilla to create a free and massively-multilingual
speech corpus to train speech recognition systems. Finally, the
well-known and clean Albayzin [16] and Multext [17] datasets
were also included, mainly to favour the initial training steps
and alignments of the systems.

3.1. DNN-HMM based systems
The DNN-HMM based systems were built through the nnet3
DNN setup of the Kaldi recognition system [18], and using the
so-called chain acoustic model based on optional Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) layers and a factorised time-delay neural network (TDNN-F) [19] which reduces the number of parameters of the network by factorising the weight matrix of each
TDNN layer into the product of two low-rank matrices.
Two types of DNN-HMM acoustic models were constructed. The first architecture integrated a CNN-TDNN-F
based network, with 6 CNN layers followed by 12 TDNN-F
layers. Meanwhile, the second architecture integrated a TDNNF model and consisted of 16 TDNN-F layers. In both systems,
the internal cell-dimension of the TDNN-F layers was of 1536,
with a bottleneck-dimension of 160 and a dropout schedule of
’0,0@0.2,0.5@0.5,0’. The number of training epochs was set
to 4, with a learning rate of 0.00015 and a minibatch size of 64.
The input vector corresponded to a concatenation of 40 dimensional high-resolution MFCC coefficients, augmented through
speed (using factors of 0.9, 1.0, and 1.1) [20] and volume (with
a random factor between 0.125 and 2) [21] perturbation techniques, and the appended 100 dimensional iVectors.
The presented primary system was a CNN-TDNN-F based
engine with a 3-gram LM for decoding and a 4-gram pruned
RNNLM model used for lattice-rescoring following the work
presented in [22]. The 3-gram LM was trained with texts coming from the Transcriptions, RTVE2018 and A la Carta corpora
presented in Table 2, and the 4-gram pruned RNNLM model
was estimated adding the Wikipedia text corpus as well.
The first contrastive system included the same language
models for decoding and rescoring as the primary system. The
difference relied on the acoustic model, which corresponded
to a TDNN-F based network without the initial CNN layers.
Finally, the second contrastive system was a CNN-TDNN-F
based system with a 3-gram LM for decoding and without applying any lattice-rescoring process.

2.2. Text corpus
Regarding text data, different sources were employed to obtain
the enough language and domain coverage as close as possible
to the contents of the challenge. The following Table 2 presents
the number of words provided by each of the text corpus.
Table 2: Description of the text corpus
corpus
Transcriptions
RTVE2018
A la Carta
Wikipedia
Total

#words
7,946,991
56,628,710
106,716,060
489,633,255
660,925,016

3.2. Quartznet architecture based system
The E2E architecture, which corresponded to the submitted
third contrastive system, was based on a 5x5 Quartznet system
[9] which is completely based on 1D Time-Channel Separable
Convolutional layers with residual connections. This design is
based on the Jasper architecture [8] but with many modifications
focused on considerably reducing the number of parameters and
therefore, the computing resources needed.

A total of almost 661 million words were thus compiled and
used to estimate the language models for decoding and rescoring purposes. The Transcriptions text corpus corresponded to
the text transcriptions of the all audio contents used to train the
1 https://www.rtve.es/alacarta/

2 https://dumps.wikimedia.org/
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Table 4: Total WER on each test TV program of the AlbayzinRTVE 2020 testset by the primary system

Initially there is a 1D Convolutional layer (kernel(k)= 33,
output channels (c)= 256) processing the spectrogram input
followed by five blocks with residual connections between
blocks. Each block is composed of a module repeated five
times. Each one of this modules are sequentially composed
of (i) a k-sized depthwise convolutional layer, (ii) a pointwise
convolution, (iii) a batch normalization layer, and (iv) a ReLU.
The configuration of each Block is: B1 (k = 33, c = 256),
B2 (k = 39, c = 256), B3 (k = 51, c = 512), B4 (k = 63,
c = 512) and B5 (k = 75, c = 512). Finally there are three aditional convolutional layers: C1 (k = 87, c = 512), C2 (k = 1,
c = 1025) and C3 (k = 1, c = labels). A Connectionist
Temporal Classification (CTC) loss function is used for measuring prediction errors and Novograd optimizer with betas 0.8
and 0.5 is used for training with 100 epochs cosine annealing
learning rate policy. Initial learning rate was set to 0.015, and
minimum to 10−5 , weight decay was 10−3 and training dataset
was computed on three GPUs with batch size of 40 each and
mixed precision. Our resulting 5x5 Quartznet network configuration contains 6, 7 million parameters.
Additionally, a 5-gram external language model, trained
with the Transcriptions, RTVE2018 and A la Carta corpora, was
used during inference for rescoring the initial hypothesis by using Beam Search CTC Decoder with a beam-width of 1000,
α = 1.2 and β = 0. It is worth mentioning that in the previous
DNN-HMM based systems, we could not use a 5-gram as LM
for decoding due to the lack of memory resources to generate
such a large graph with Kaldi.

TV Programs
Aquı́ la Tierra
Boca Norte
Bajo la Red
Comando Actualidad
Como nos Reı́amos
Ese Programa del que Usted me Habla
Imprescindibles (live recordings)
Los desayunos de TV
Mercado central
Millennium
Never Films Mira Ya
Si Fueras Tu
Vaya Crack
Versión Española
Wake-Up
Global

set are described. The behaviour of the primary system regarding the content profiles is similar as expected. In those
programs with clean speech, the WER decreases significantly
compared to other programs which included adverse acoustic
conditions, overlapping or spontaneous speech. More specifically, in TV shows such as Aquı́ la Tierra, Los desayunos de
TV, Millenium and Versión Española, with controlled acoustic
conditions (studio) and long segments with dictate and wellstructured speech, the word error rates are below the 20% border
in all cases. In contrast, in more complicated contents to process automatically like Cómo nos Reı́amos, Imprescindibles or
Wake-up, which include many segments with spontaneous and
acted speech, acoustically adverse conditions and overlapping,
the results degrade appreciably.

4. Results and resources
In the following Table 3, the total WER values are presented for
each submitted system over all the TV programs in the test set.
Table 3: Total WER results per system on the whole AlbayzinRTVE 2020 testset
type
P
C1
C2
C3

Vicomtech
Vicomtech
Vicomtech
Vicomtech

system
p-CNN TDNN Rescoring
c1-TDNN Rescoring
c2-CNN TDNN
c3-Quartznet

tWER
16.48
37.94
33.31
24.68
48.53
25.67
34.45
10.11
17.83
15.98
24.21
29.31
19.96
18.10
33.96
19.27

tWER
19.27
19.98
19.83
28.42

Nevertheless, the global total WER reached 19.27%, an
interesting mark considering the difficulty of the test set and
that the same engines and models were used within each ASR
system to transcribe such different contents from each other
in terms of domains, acoustic conditions and speech type. It
could have been interesting to check if using different language
models fine-tuned to specific domains (debates, news, comedy
shows, etc.) and applying them to the corresponding type of
contents, the results would have improved.

As it can be appreciated in Table 3, the primary system was
correctly selected by the participants since it was the system
with the best performance. Likewise, as expected, the Quartznet
based experimental system achieved the worse results, even
though the quality reached seems promising considering the resources and computing time needed for inference, in addition to
the lightness of its E2E model. The robustness of the this E2E
model could be improved by adding more training data.
It is also worth noting how the first contrastive system performs worst than the second contrastive even though the initial
results were rescored by a RNNLM model in the former. It
seems that, in this case, the acoustic model, which integrated
CNN convolutional layers, helped more the ASR engines than
rescoring the initial lattices at language model level. It could
make sense for this test set, since most of the evaluation contents included spontaneous speech and our rescoring language
models were trained with formal language gathered mostly from
the Wikipedia encyclopedia.
In Table 4, the total WER results obtained by the primary
system for each TV program in the Albayzin-RTVE 2020 test

4.1. Processing time and resources
The decoding processes of the 4 transcription systems were performed on an Intel Xeon CPU E5-2683v4 2.10 GHz 7xGPU
server with 256GB DDR4 2400MHz RAM memory. The GPU
used for decoding corresponds to an NVIDIA Geforce GTX
1080 Ti 11GB graphics acceleration card.
The following Table 5 presents the processing time and
computational resources needed by each submitted system for
the decoding of the released evaluation set of 55.9 hours of audios. It should be noted that the DNN-HMM based systems
were decoded using one CPU core, whilst the Quartzent E2E
systems took advantage of a GPU card. In terms of Real-Time
Factor (RTF), while the Kaldi-based primary system achieved
a 0.98 of RTF, the Quartznet based engine reached 0.13 of RTF
to process the whole evaluation contents.
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Table 5: Processing time and computational resources needed
by each submitted system
system
p-CNN TDNN Rescoring
c1-TDNN Rescoring
c2-CNN TDNN
c3-Quartznet

RAM
(GB)
6.7
6.7
5.9
6

CPU
cores
1
1
1
1

GPU
(GB)
9.9
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